The diffusion path reversibility confirms symmetry of surface barriers
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The resistance perceived by guest molecules upon entering or leaving a microporous host material (the “surface barrier”) is known to often surpass the influence of diffusion in its interior on the overall rate of molecular uptake and release [1, 2]. Our knowledge of the relevant mechanisms of surface permeation, however, is still rather limited. This is related to the difficulties in its direct measurement which, given the “nanoscopic” extension of the relevant space scale, notably exceed the difficulties which do exist with already the diffusion measurement. A question discussed in this context refers to the possibility that the resistance perceived by the molecules on entering the pore space may differ from that perceived upon leaving [3-5].

In first MD simulations in zeolite MFI with partial surface blockade using benzene as a probe molecule [6], with increasing surface blockade molecular exchange rates were found to be slowed down following the relevant relations adopted from effective medium theory [7]. The diffusion path lengths covered during the simulations, however, turned out to be too short for yielding a sufficiently large enough number of adsorption-desorption events.

The situation totally changed on considering methane as a probe molecule. Now many thousands of adsorption-desorption paths could be followed. They confirmed complete symmetry of the diffusion paths during adsorption and desorption and, hence, of also the surface resistance [8].
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